Morning

10:00  Welcome & Introductions

Overview/Agenda

10:15  Sharing & Discussion

- Communications – Bonnie Jefferis
- Nursing – Cathy King & Sarah Moseley
- Business Technologies – Holly Hoopes
- Paralegal – Christy Powers
- Library – Chad Mairn

11:15  Assessment Rubric for Critical Thinking (ARC) Fall Administration Results – Maggie Tymms

11:45  Deliverables & Time Commitment (Stipend)

Calendar

Spring Critical Thinking Institute: March 18-19 EpiCenter

Potluck Lunch – 12:00-1:00

Afternoon

1:00  Scholarship of Teaching & Learning

1:30  Instructional Portfolio & Evaluation

2:00  Step 1: Literature Review

2:30  Critical Thinking Collections & SPOC equipment

2:45  Wrap-Up

Next Meeting: Friday, February 12, 1:00-3:00 p.m. EpiCenter 1-304